A NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR:
The Poetry of History and the Pure Emotion of the
Plastic People
By Robert Estes
When I first saw Rock ‘n’ Roll at ACT years ago, I thought I was
seeing a history play. Who is this guy Masaryk? Ok, after World
War I, he was the first democratically elected President of
Czechoslovakia. Who were the big powerful countries that did in the
Czech nation? Well, just before WWII, Germany, Hungary and Poland
methodically carved up the democratic state of Czechoslovakia.
Who were the tankies? I think you’ll know that after you see this
play! Truly, by the end of this play, you might know a little more
about recent history.
Yet, this is hardly a history play. I now see the play as an
extended dramatic poem, composed of shards of, yes, history, but
also of love, music and the sublimely glittering fragments of the
poet Sappho. If the play’s history is chronological, the poetry
and paradoxes contained within the play are anything but linear.
As Stoppard once noted, he became a playwright so that he could
publicly disagree with himself. For me, the joy of the play has
been in not seeking a premature answer, but rather just simply
enjoying the taut, allusive, emotionally dense scenes unfold,
always remembering that for Stoppard and for Central Europeans,
holding two opposing, ironical ideas in mind is a point of pride.
Just as the Plastic People of the Universe express the purest human
(non-plastic) emotion, so the play’s poetic distillation of the
character’s collective experience expresses the pain, conflict,
turmoil and joy of each character’s individual history. Thanks
for joining with us for the paradox, poetry and passion of Tom
Stoppard!

This production was made possible in part by a generous donation from the
estate of Donald Casey (1938-2011) longtime resident of Marin, accomplished
Civil Servant, and patron and supporter of music and theatre
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Yael Aranoff (Gillian/Magda) is excited to be making her AE debut with Rock
‘n’ Roll! She has acted with theatre companies such as Crowded Fire Theater,
Town Hall Theatre, SF Olympians Festival, and All Terrain Theater. She has
studied acting at U.C. Berkeley, Studio A.C.T. and A.C.T.’s Summer Training
Congress, and University of Bristol, England. Cheers
Thomas Rockwell Arndt (Ferdinand) is delighted to back on stage with AE , where
he was last seen as Wesley in Curse of the Starving Class. He teaches Acting
with Bay Area Children’s Theatre, Destiny Arts Center, and BAHIA. He also
recently finished writing the children’s rock musical Makin’ Magic.
He
believes deeply in the change that can be created through organized movement!

James Banh (Stage Manager) has been a stage manager for many years doing live
performance, plays, music shows and events with Kearny Street Workshop of
San Francisco, Locus Arts, Hyphen Magazine and RAMA.When he is not behind
the scenes at night, he is a school teacher by day. James is thrilled and
delighted working with Robert Estes on Rock ‘n’ Roll, his first Stoppard.
g with AE
Max Chervin (Light/Sound operation) is very excited to be workin
Stagedoor
again. He has previously worked as an Assistant Director for
tion of
Conservatory and is very excited to see their 2013 Teens produc
ng Goes
Legally Blonde. Max has been in such musicals as Urinetown, Anythi
and Les Miserables.
Ann O’Connell (Candida) originally hails from the UK (so here’s hoping the
accent is OK!) and is very excited to be acting for the first time with AE
after a few stints backstage for the company. She has acted in numerous
roles over the years from Puck to the Scarecrow in Wizard of Oz in various
countries including the UK, Cayman Islands and the British Virgin Islands.
She has acted in a couple of shows in California since moving here a year
and a half ago, including Eleanor in No Sex Please We’re British at CCCT.
Ann is an accountant by day and enjoys karaoke and correcting her children’s
“Americanisms” (a losing battle..).

Norm de Veyra (Graphics) is an architect/ designer/ dilettante and co-founder
of the human fiction design collective. He makes things and prays they don’t
fall apart during a performance. Success so far.
Robert Estes (Director) has previously directed Curse of the Starving Class,
Heartbreak House and Arcadia for AE. He’s recently directed for the Masquers,
Ross Valley Players, SF Theater Pub and other local theater companies. He’s
served as dramaturg at the California Shakespeare Theater, Town Hall Theater
among others.

Rock ‘n’ Roll is Joel Jacobs’ (Milan) first play ever. He would like to thank
Robert Estes for taking a chance on him, his acting teacher, Donna Davis, and
his family for tolerating this peculiar and time-consuming midlife crisis.
You can watch his music video, I Will Eat Raw, on Youtube.

Born in Philadelphia, Avi Jacobson (Max) immigrated to Israel at the age of 16.
Avi performed with Israeli musical ensembles from bluegrass to Renaissance
to symphony orchestra. He sang with the New Israeli Opera and was its dialect
coach. He performed with the Pacific Mozart Ensemble, and with the nowretired EDLOS, then the Bay Area’s leading a cappella and comedy quartet.
Recent theatrical performances include Broadway Bound (Ben) at Masquers,
Noises Off here at AE (Lloyd), and Down an Alley Filled With Cats (Timothy)
at Diablo Actors’ Ensemble.
for Keith Jefferds (Assistant Director), 2013 turns out to be the Year of the
Director. Last seen on this stage in AE’s Heartbreak House, Keith is also
directing his own script Beloved Eddie at Ross Valley Players (runs April 1829), and recently completed a directing class at Berkeley Rep School.
Brian Martin (Stephen) is excited and grateful to be a part of Rock ‘N’ Roll!
He was recently seen in Theater Pub’s production of The Taming of the Shrew.
Other recent credits include Custom Made Theatre’s The
Merchant of Venice and Virago Theatre’s A Taste of Honey. Brian would like
to thank his family and friends for their constant support!

Emmy Pierce (Young Esme/Alice) first appeared on this stage as the Ghost of
Christmas Past in an after-school production of A 1995 Christmas Carol.
Performances elsewhere include Eurydice, The Importance of Being Earnest,
and an all-APA production of The Vagina Monologues. She would like to thank
the cast and crew, and especially the director, for bringing this play to
life.
ng with Max and the
Alecks Rundell (Lighting Design) I am happy to be worki
Actors Ensemble for
rest of talented production crew. I am grateful to the
Light, a Glo-Opera,
supporting fabulous live art, especially Journey of
support AE for their
recently seen at the SF Fringe Festival . Please
contributions to community art. And Love to Priscilla.
to have her
Vicki Siegel (Props) is a board member of AE and was thrilled
She
by AE last year.
produced
original musical, A Hot Day in Ephesus
ers
Masqu
the
is also a member of Curtain Theatre and will be appearing in
early in May.
Envision production of McDonagh’s The Cripple of Inishmaan
Good luck to this wonderful cast and crew!
Helen Slomowitz (Costumer) is thrilled to be working on one of her favorites,
Rock ‘N’ Roll at her favorite theatre, Actors Ensemble! Helen has costume
designed for many theatres, film & TV in the Bay Area, as well as LA. She
thanks the crew & cast & marvelous director for all their input, help & just
plain wonderfulness!

Jerome Solberg
was last seen
to thank the
audience, for

(Nigel/Producer) has been seen in and around AE since 2005. He
onstage last year as Captain Brice in Arcadia. He would like
crew and tech people for their hard work and especially the
their continued support of live theatre.

Ezodin Towfigh (Props/Backstage) , originally from Tehran, has worked with AE
backstage on Exit the King and Doctor Faustus. He is excited to be working
with AE again, and looks forward to many adventures in the future.

Monica Cortes Viharo (Eleanor/Esme) would like to express her gratitude to
Robert Estes for entrusting her with Eleanor and Esme; the best roles she’s
ever played! Monica is a member of SAG/AFTRA, a Theatre Bay Area Titan Award
winner, and a rabid Oakland A’s fan. She has worked with companies including
California Shakespeare Theater, The San Francisco Shakespeare Festival, and
Role Players Ensemble. She thanks Elvis Presley, Will Viharo, and her cats
for their love and inspiration.
Lisa Wang (Lenka) was seen with AE in Passion Play, in her turn as Queen
Elizabeth, Adolf Hitler and Ronald Reagan. She has collaborated with AE in
their Improv at AE and various staged readings. Lisa is a member of the
improv theater groups The Streetlight People and The Five Deadly Improvisers,
having performed at festivals in SF, Austin, Atlanta, and Seattle. More info
at: thestreetlightpeople.com and fivedeadly.com

Fred Webre (Jan) attended UC Berkeley, NYU, UC San Diego, and Oxford University.
He is very happy to be working with the Actors Ensemble of Berkeley.
Jamie Wei (Graphics) is a Bay Area native and recent U.C. Berkeley graduate.
She has designed several programs for AE and is excited to be part of the AE
family.

Don’t miss the 2nd show in our 2013 Season!

Picasso at the Lapin Agile
By Steve Martin
Directed by Anna Andersen
Opens October 6th 2013
Auditions April 22nd and 23rd
email anna@aeofberkeley.org for more info

Spring 2013 Staged Reading Series
All shows at Live Oak Theatre - $5-$10 sliding scale
Sunday April 14th at 7 p.m. The Memorandum by Vaclev Havel, directed by Michael
Cohen – The comic drama about language and bureaucracy that established Havel’s
reputation overseas.
Sunday April 21st at 7 p.m. The Showing by Wolfgang Hildesheimer, directed by David Stein – a real estate transaction turned inside out.
Sunday April 28th at 7 p.m. Double your Vanek: Audience and Unveiling by Vaclev
Havel, directed by Lee Vogt and Meira Perelstein – the seminal works of protest
by the future president of the Czech Republic.

